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About This Content

The Just a Cleric OST is finally here!

When The Booger Myers Band shows up, the WORLD SMASH HITS just keep on coming! Written and performed by yours
truly, I try to push music to the LIMITS OF BEARABILITY FOR ALL. Included are 41 songs and pieces of music straight

from the game and the 'Scholar of the First Wuss' expansion:

Just a Cleric!
Big G Theme

Temporary Party
Dead Pals
In Town

Drink Up!
P.P. Smith

Buy the Stuff!
Enterprising Wizard

Subscreen
Dungeon

You Died!
Creepy & Weird

Big-Ass Tree
Giant Cricket
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Big Boss
Cemetary

I Play Drums Too!
Sand in my Shoes

Bird Poo
Cultists

Goblins R' Us
Ninjas Are Awesome

Fishing Time
Make Way For Failure

The Dark Cave
The 299

Escape the Bees
Golden Knight.. Hee Hee

Castle of (A-Hole)
It's Cold!

Mausoleum
Milk

Piggy Wagon
Volcano Vs Pale Wussies

Surfin' Cleric
Stop Dragon My @ss Around

You Won The Game!
Super Boss!
Cursed Sh!t

Grind-O-Rama
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Working up a sweat while playing video games. This game is pretty COOL.. The first look is oke.
But there are a few things missing: No Free Roam option (something I miss and find that is more common with new routes), no
scenarios for standaard, which is strange (just career).. one word... Death, but coming back... I like it. It had potential but when
you abandon something it all goes down and not in a timber by pitbull kinda way. If you had to choose a singl DLC for CK2
would be this one.

Makes the game much more alive. It also changes drastically how you'd play as a vassal.. Lovely style, but it sucks to have +80%
hitchance and then 3 chars miss in row, enemys got the real 80%, rarely miss.
i dont understand how the system can not give the hit while standing with a shotgun in front of the enemy...... Saw reports of
split screen being removed, wanted to check out.
game reports "graphics card performance not found" and then doesnt even launch.
I have a 1080ti and am not spending another cent on a new game just because ubisoft decided to remove features from the
previous version.
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Has an interesting mind blowing plot. But, the puzzles are ridiculous.
Also requires some good narration- the evil demon wasn't scary at all.. it seem fun but its a work sim but its a good game just
not what im in to however it was to much on me anyway even know i played 14mins i could not get it..... I reckon that the
paladin is mostly overpowered because i beat the 1st chapter in one go and didn't die (all in one go). a game that is worth the try
:). The first dungeon in this game has as many puzzles as all of Link to the Past combined, and a tile floor puzzle you get
stunlocked into losing to by enemies with teleporting attacks. Minor enemies take too long to kill, and you move so slow some
of their attacks are isnanely hard to dodge. I feel sorry for whoever suffers through this.. Great doc on Atari and the very earliest
successful video games, people who created them, with some background on the crash in '83. Of special interest to those curious
about gaming and history, as well as corporations and companies in general.
Informative, entertaining, well edited and written. Recommended.. My first imperssion was, that its a good game and quite a
good challenge.
BUT, sry to say that, it's to hard at the end. Stage 10 & 11 are way to difficult for a usual player.
You need a lot of timeluck, which leads to many many deaths which leads to big frustration espacially for impatient player like
me :)
I made it now several times up to the tower and back downstairs but as I said, stage 10 & 11 should definitely be revised.
Especially the canons are annoying as hel but after time you can pass it easily!
It's a smart game no question and it is fun to play till these two stages, but as it is now, it's more interesting for speedrunner.
Besides it becomes boring after a few times, there should be more stages or at least alternative endings. A playable game though.
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